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SURVEILLANCE SCOPE: 
adequate and appropriate justification to retain the chemicals in  the Lab. 
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To determine ilchemicals in  the CNWRA Labs had passed beyond their "shell life" and if so, is there 

QAP-004, Surveillance Control Procedure; Good Laboratory Practices. 

PERSONS CONDUCTING TESTIEXAMIACTIVITY: Melissa Hill, Darrell Dunn, Scan Brossia, James Prikryl, Melissa Nugent. 

SATISFACTORY FINDINGS: This surveillance was conducted in various Laboratories in  Buildings 57 and 51, dedicated labs o f  the 
CNWRA. Purpose is to determine whether out-of-date or expired chemical supplies were on the shelves o lCNWRA Lsbs and if so, was 
there appropriate justification associated with the expired chemicals to explain why there are being retained. 

Building 51, Hydraulic Characterization Lab. Only three bottles of chemicals were in this lab, including magnesium chloride, sodium 
chloride and potassium chloride. A l l  had readable labels and there were no expiration dates on the chemicals. The Rock Mechanics Lab 
in Building 51 had only rock samples. no chemicals. Each o f  the rock samples was identified with a unique ID number and tags on the 
shelves provided additional ID lo r  the sample. Bagged samples with unique identifiers were also present on the shelves. However, there 
were no cbemicala o r  chemical bottles in  the Rock Mechanics Lab. 

Building 57, Corrosion Lab, Room L111. I n  general, the approximately 160 chemical containers in the Corrosion Lab were well labekd 
and stored in cabinets made for that specific storage purpose. The chemicals in the Corrosion Lab were varied, from ammonium p W S U h k ,  

calcium sulfate, potassium sullate, titanium chloride, molybdenum chloride, nickel hydroxide, copper hydroxide, to chromic chloride, 
cupric chloride. ferric chloride, ferrous chloride, sodium chloride, magnesium chloride, lithium chloride, nickel chloride to sodium citrate, 
d i u m  meta-silicate, oxalic acid, and zirconium chloride. Al l  chemicals checked had lotlbatch numbers well marked on the labels and 
only t h m  chemical containers m r e  past their shelf life (with expiration dates in  Apr i l  2000) and the lab scientists were already aware 
01 them and were in the process 01 removing them lrom the cabinets. However, the trend in the chemical supply business today i s  to not 
put expiration dates on the containers and most 01 the chemicals had no expiration date listed. 

Building 57. Materials Lab, Room LI 13. No chemicals were in  the room during this surveillance. 
Building 57. Biohazard Lab, Room. There was a box of expired chemicals and syringes that were well-labeled in the room and were 

in the process 01 being disposed ol(arrangements were being made to take them to the SwRl designated building to have them 
properly disposed in accordance with lederal, state and local l a m ,  plus SwRl policy). Additionally, in  the cabinet labeled "Media" 
t b e n  chemicals with proper labels, all with lothatch numbers, such as marine broth, agar, granulated solidifying agent. There were 
approximately 85 bottles olchemicala and some did have expiration dates, but none had been exceeded. 

Building 57, Geochemistry Lab, Room L106. This lab had containers 01 chemicals and stock solutions that were well labckd (with 
lothatch numbers) with name and date 01 mixture, however there were lew with expiration dates. The gray storage code cabinet held 53 
chemical containers and there were no expired chemicals. The white storage code cabinet held 33 bottled containers, all with lotbatch 
numbers. but one. a silica standard. had the date expired at the time o f  the surveillance and it was removed immediately from the cabinet. 
Tbe yellow storage code cabinet held 25 chemical containers. primarily nitrates, but none with expiration dates. The blue storage code 
cabinet had 61 containers, primarily chlorides, and all had labels with well defined lothatch numbers, but there were no expiration d a t a  
on the containers. 



Red. Flammable. Store in area segregated for 
flammable reagents. 

Blue. Health hazard. Toxic if inhaled, ingested, 
or absort>ed through dun. Store in secure area. 

STORAGE White-- ' . May harm dun, eyes, mucous 
membranes. Store away from red-, yellow-, and 
Muecoded reagents. WHITE 

#/ CODE 

I 1 

in any category. For general chemical storage. 

~xception. when this symbol appears *in 
the storage code bar, the reagent is incompatible 
wrth other reagents of same cdor bar. Store 
separately. 

Now MSDS Idomation Is On The Label, Too. 


